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Reading involves materials; e.g. the hieroglyphic tablet, the book, and the

bookmark; in research, we often use the phrase, 'reading materials:

Reading also involves muscular movement; e.g. touching the stone tablet of
hieroglyphics, grabbing a book, shuffling pages, and pressing computer keys. In the
braille system, a visually challenged person touches the text with fingers to read.

But, reading can have materiality literally in the sense that reading has
thingness, not because it stops working as a material, but because it starts working
as such.

The present posterticle, or poster-article explores, experiences, and enumerates
the tactility of reading literature, that is, the 'consumptional materiality' of literature.
It contends that tactile reading re-forms our perceptions and praxis of reading as
well as frees touch from mere utilitarianism and activates a new, raw connection
with the world of senses.

This research incorporates two methods for
literary studies: textual analysis, and creative

The research develops, first, through reading
tactile art and literature. For Gabrielle Griffin,
textual analysis means=the close reading of
cultural artefacts" (11).ln caseof tactile poetry,
textual analysis is more taxing, and hence more
exciting as it involves three kinds of sign
identified by Peirce: icon (e.g.the thing itself),
index (the association it invokes), and symbol
(the writing). Thus, the reading of a tactile poem
demands enumeration - and the experience -
of the signs that operate together to form the
intended meaning.

Second, the research garners its contention
through creative writing. In his essayon creative
writing as a research method, Jon Cook
contends that creative writing is "discovery"
(198) and hence can constitute a research
method. The present research involves the
composition of a tactile poem, "public touch" -
a poem that touches.
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Research Question/s
If and how contemporary (from Dadaist to
postmodern) literary texts engage readers in the
acts of experiencing, instead of simply decoding,
through tactuality
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1.ln his 1971 book,
Touching: The Human
Significance of the Skin,
Ashley Montagu contends
that "touch stands paramount"
among "all the senses.l The sensory organ for
touch, occupies the largest portion of a
human body, and human being cannot
survive without the physical and behavioral
functions performed by the skin: "If one
seventh of the skin is destroyed [...J the human
being dies" (Anzieu 64).

2. It is, then, curious to
note that the "sense

of touch" as noted
by Ladislav

Novak. is"the
most ignored,

most
uncultivated of all
the senses" (qtd. in

5vankmajer 97).

3. Utilitarianism: "Whenever any of our
senses have to deal with issues of art,"
we need to free "a specific sense [...J
from its utilitarian functions"
(5vankmajer 1).Touch is being
corrupted and desensitized due to
everyday exploitative utilitarianism.

Touch Taboo: The 'civilized' and 'educated' societies discourage touch.

• Gendering: "Don't touch the opposite gender" - a dictum that
grounds touch on sensuality alone .

• Sexualities: Such sexualizing of the 'touch' generates homophobic
dictums like "Don't touch the same-gender friend."

• Hierarchies: How you 'touch' an elderly person - i.e. ifyou grab
their shoulders, or if you touch their feet, or if you even care to touch

them - signifies the socio-cultural context.

4.

S. Personal sphere: Even you are not
masturbation can be sin or a crime.

6. Exclusionary politics: An
communication is
untouchables, the achchhuts,
form and de-form one's

7. Art too ignores touch: there
almost any art and archaeological

always allowed to 'touch yourself':

extreme form of heqemonk ha ptic
'untouchability: reminding us of the
in India. Tactile abstinence can thus
identity.

are so many "Don't Touch" tags in
museum and exhibits.

8. Why is touch, in literary ventures, not usually catered to?

• Literature chiefly involves acoustic and visual dimensions. Three other senses - gustation (taste),
olfaction (smell), and somatosensation (touch) - are invoked through corresponding images .

• Literary criticism's proclaimed pursuit of diving deep into a text to fish meanings renders the
surface superficial. Such focus lets us 'overlook" the skin, "the surface of the body; and when it
attains attention, it does so because of being "marked," maybe by a blemish (e.g. racism) or a wound
(e.g. in a war) or a lack (e.g. disbality) (Jackson 7). The skin is, thus, "quite literally on the edge, and
has for centuries been marginalised in literature" (Jackson 7).
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1. Encountering
the achchhutism of tactility in
everyday life and'high culture:
different art movements have
attempted to resurrect touch
from mere utilitarianism to
aesthetic experience.

2. Dadaism: Tactile art was bom
Clifford Williams is arguably the
firsttactilist and her 1917
sculpture at Zayas's, Platre a
Toucher chez De Zayas, or Plaster
for Touching was "the first object
designed for direct tactile
contact with the perceiver-
($vankmajer 92). Guillame
Apollinaire discovered in Williams'
tactile sculpture the birth of "a
new field of aesthetics' that has

"grown to a degree
beyond our

imagination" (qtd.
in $vankmajer

91).

5.
Surrealism: tactile

7. Tactile Art addresses
'touch ability' - i.e. the
~for, and the ability
and the desire to touch,
and, thus, materializes

tactuality.

Poetlsm:
Sensory Alphabets
Karel Teige, in the Second Manifesto of Poetism (1928),

proclaims that Poetism seeks for the poetry that
synthesizes and cultivates all senses. Exploring "the
possibility of poetry without words,"Poetism
attempted poetry composed in "sensory,
physiological alphabet, on the infinitesimal quiver
of sense and nerves" (qtd. in Svankmajer 100).
Tactile poetry is "capable of cultivating our tactile
emotionality and providing us with the utmost

sensual and spiritual thrills" (Teige 598).
emotion, tactile turn
Surrealistic tactile objects, Svankmajer contends. have "anti-aesthetic

function": the materials act 'on the deeper levels of our consciousness"
and thus arouse "tactile emotions' (105). On the other hand, Adam

Jolles found in this "tactile turn' in surrealism a postcolonial stance
(17); e.g. the privileging of touch undercuts imperialism's

ocularcentrism.

4.

3.
Futurism:
Affective
Tactillsm

FT Marinetti is
arguably the "first
theoretician of tactile
art" (Svankrnajer 96)
who in Futurist Manifesto
(1921) insisted that
"tactilism:the art of touch.
can repair "the insensitivity" of
the over-used skin and can, thus,
help individuals attain "true
sincerity" (qtd. in $vankmajer 94).

6. Conttlmporary Tactility: Tactile Imagination
Jan Svankmajer, an avant-garde Czech artist and filmmaker,

has experimented with tactility to explore how "tactile
imagination" works by invoking "tactile memory" to

re-create tactile sensations in art "quite intensely"
(xxii). Conceptualizing the vibrancy of touch and
things which are different from that in multimodal
tele-interaction (Vasseleu 141), $vankmajer
demonstrates how touch can playa major role "to
revive the general impoverishment of sensibilities in
our civilization" (xxii).
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The phrase 'tactile reading' may instantly bring to mind conventional tactual reading of tactile
writing, meant for the visually challenged. However; 'tactile reading' in this postertide designates
any form of composition (including braille) that requires haptic or touch-based reading, i.e.
reading which is not necessarily meant for the visually challenged but necessitates touch for
effective and inventive decoding. I would, therefore, like to call it creative tactile reading.

Tactile reading is interactive reading, a kind of reading which is operative in texts that ~
touch in the reading process. Unlike traditional tactual reading system, here touch is required not
to feel raised alphabets which refer back to conventional written alphabets. Here the touch plays
psychosomatic functions in two ways: first, the touch intensifies tactility as the reader is seduced
to seek for connection between the written and tactile signs, and second, the touch may invoke
tactile schemata, i.e. all relevant memories and associations related to that particular kind of
touch or that particularthing now touched. After all, "Touch has a memory" (Keats n.p.).

Here the touch is characteristically different from the one realized through handshake or
passionate kissing. 'Lovers caressing," argues Ladislav Novak, "cannot be considered as the
cultivation of the sense of touch-for having "a very na rrow register, usually with little invention"
(qtd, in 5vankmajer 97). Tactile reading invents"a return to the fundamental substance of being"
(Novak qtd. in $vankmajer 97): it activates tactile schemata and mobilizes tactile imagination.

Regarding there-organization of structure and Fflaterealization of style
performed by readers, there are two major types of creative tactile reading:

• Mobilizing tactility: The first one is activated by the poems and novels that mobilize tactile
reading; e.g. tactile or three-dimensional poetry.

• Enforcing tactility: The second one is activated by the poems and novels that enforce tactile
reading. For example, liberature, ranging from Saporta's Composition No. I (1962) to Loyer's
touchscreen-poem "Stranqe Rain" (2010).

This posterticle is delimited, and it touches upon the'tactile reading'that mobiJizestactility.
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1. Tactile
Literature

• Tactile poems that are
not meant for but are
accessible to the visually
challenged .

• Inventive Braille Poetry:
Tactual poems may
incorporate, fully or
partially, braille system and
can be taaaated (written in
braille) by
visually-challenqed poets,
but they are accessible to
both visually challenged
readers (who rely almost
entirely on touch ing
alphabets) and sighted
ones (who willingly
suspend the domination of
sight and use braille
system to replenish
tactility).

*BlindTouch Poetry: A
tactual poem may
incorporate a written
poem accompanied by
tactile representations (i.e.
materials relevant tothe
poem) intended to be read
by visually challenged and
sighted alike. Forthe
visually-challenqed, this is
a different kind of reading,
of experiencing a different
art form; for the sighted,
this is a way of broadening
the venues of cognition

as,any "fight against
familiarity" (MacEwan

213) helps people
reconsider their
distance from and
proximity to the
lived reality. The
2009 exhibit, "More
Than Words" in
Iowa Department
of Blind
showcased 8

poems (including the
one by poet Ma ry

Swander) that mobilized
touch and hearing as well.

What tactile art

demonstrates is that

tactility is operative

not only in

composition but also

in consumption. The

re-emergence of

tactility in the creation

and consumption of art

in the 20th century soon

found its apt buddy in

literature - tactile

literature. It is not the

one envisioned by

Apollinaire when he

deemed Williams' sculpture

Plaster for Touching "a truly

poetic work, since poetry is

nothing but creation" (qtd.

in Svankmajer 91). It does

not also refer to tactile

imagery. It is a liferary genre

(yet to be properly explored)

that necessitates and

effectuates touch for

effective decoding.
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• Tactile poems that are three-dimensional and thing-centric,
i.e. relies mostly on tactility for proper communication.

• Farhad Fozouni, a young Iranian poet, has taken tactile poetry
to a different level. His tactile poetry demonstrates the "discovery
of new forms of artistic expression" and his "desire to fully engage
his viewers by getting them to touch and feel his words/i mages"
(Keyghobadi par. 1). Assuming a liminal space, Fozouni's poems not
only make generic categorization difficult but also foreground the
materiality of reading.

• Fozouni's Blades Poetry (2009-201 0), a
series of poems made of sharp-edged
metal typographic symbols placed on
wood blocks, at once seduces and
scares readers to touch. Each poem
incorporates a phonetic mark - the
Farsi tashdid, 9 -loosely
corresponding to the sound
/wawl or ·0' in English: it is like
"a scream" (Fozouni qtd. in
Keyghobadi par. 7) which
communicates without
words the pain, the fear,
the awe.

• Fozouni's Tight
Poetry (2011 ), a
"poem/machine"
invites readers to
perform "tactile
search" only
which one
can make
fuller sense
of the poem
(Keyghobadi
par.6).

• Fozouni's most
famous
installation/poem,
Tehran [0002J Poetry,
Tegel (2012) is a
one-liner: "It is raining in
Tegel Airport and I am
waiting for you, come back,"
a fuller import of which is
mediated through its
visual/tactile architecture,
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• Edith Clifford Williams' Platre a Toucher chez De Zayas (1916)

• Luis Bunuel and Salvador Dali's film, Un Chien Andalou (1929)

• Salvador Dali's drawing, Tactile Cinema (1930)
• Salvador Dati's painting, The Persistence of Memory (1931)
• Merret Openheim's painting, Object, or Fur Dinner Suite (1936)

• Karel Teige's Collage 166 (1942)
• Marcel Duchamp's artwork, Please Touch (1947)

• Jifi Kolar's A Blind Poem (typed without ri bbon) (1962)
• Jan Svankmajer's drawing, The Reverse of Touch (1978)
• Lucy + Orge Orta's Poema Erosionodo (1981-2012)

• Jan Svankrnajer's Tactile Portrait of Eva Svankmajerovd (1977)

• Jan 5vankmajer's tactile collage, Man (1978)

• Jan Svankmajer's tactile animation, Dimensions of Dialogue (1982)

• Jan Svankmajer's film, The Fall of the House of Usher (1983)
• Tactile cover of $vankmajer's book, Hmat a Imaginace (1983)

• Jan Svankmajer's Animated Gestures (1990)

• Jan Svankmajer's Tactile Poems (2002)

• Jan Svankrnajer's Tactile Novel (2003)

• Farhad Fozouni's tactile poster, Moshajjar (2007)

• Farhad Fozouni's poem, Blades Poetry (2009-2010)

• Samuel Davis' poem-paintings, Tactile Poetry (2011)
• Farhad Fozouni's Tehran [0002J Poetry, Tegel (2012)

• Melina Bishop's installation, Tactile Poems (ongoing)
• Collaborative tactile quilt, Stitching the Wars (2016)
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Fig. 1. Tactile poem, "public touch" by Mashrur Shahid Hossain
Photo: G.B. G.Son

•••••• " • This is l'Ikriture tactile, quipping at Cixou's I'ecriture feminine and alluding to her So___..
Close and its tactile quality .

•••••e.::~.A full understanding of "public touch" requires touch - touching strands of hair and
nails, two abject things which grow in and through a male body but which he often
trims to stay social. The poem lands one on the eerie, uncanny 'affect' of touching
things that once belonged to a 'living' human being.

S••• ,.~;.;....This poem allows readers to read the speaker's words and touch the body, more
precisely, intimate parts of his body, and invites readers to experience an uncanny,
spectral sensation of touching (a)materiality, of touching the intimate parts of the
speaker in a sort of nec/romantic fashion.

IZ..... Ii~,_IIo.These are known yet bizarre signs. Apart from trimming it, how often have you
touched your nails, felt their textures? How often have you touched the nails of the
one you love? And, where are these strands of hair from? Head? Armpit? Chest?
Genital? Eyebrow?

&...... 1:. dlike adnightmb.are,.and likdecl.ukt-uPmetl.hodS, unexpected thhings
l
.aPbPear inhan unPhrece-

ente com matron, an r I e surrea rst poems, expose w at res eneat , or, w at
never exists. For example, which memory may the shells invoke? This poem is, then, a
kind of becoming, of appearing, always in the process and never ends .

..... f~E;.You are invited to touch the things, maybe to find out what lies beneath the things - cut
"' nails and trimmed hairs - but you are scared too; maybe disgusted, maybe excited ...
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• Tactile reading has the potential for
re-forming our perceptions and praxis
of reading.

• Tactile reading enables us to experi-
ence touch in its different intensities
and exquisite nuances as tactile art,
quoting Apollinaire, "rests on the
principle that each and every object
affects us differently" (qtd. in Svankma-
jer 91).

• Subversive and emancipatory, tactile
reading frees touch from mere
utilitarianism, and resumes "a certain
'primitive' connection with the world"
(Svankmajer 2).

.Tactile reading is political. A reader's
active, 'authentic' participation (or
intervention) in re-structuring a sign
dismantles monolithic omnipresence
of authority, providing readers or
'narratees' (Todorov) renewed insights
into the problematic nature of
representation.

• Ifvision and hearing are
objective and taste and smell
are subjective, touch - the
in-between - involves
projection ofMa
sensation outwardly,
outside of us' and
perception of a thing
"subjectively, on our
skin": it touches and is
touched. Touch, thus,
overcomes "the opposi-
tion of Object-Subject"
(Svankmajer 2). The thing-
ness of a reading reveals
and, thus, re-forms the
Subject-Object relations.

• It is pertinent to assume that more
informed and 'engaged' exploration of
literary tactility may enable writers,
readers and researchers to employ,
experience, and enumerate the tactility
of reading.

• We may envision tactile poems which
involve not only the touch of hands or
fingers, but also lips,chest, penis, feet,
the skin ...

• Allthese may lead to a culture of touch -
i.e. a culture which attests and caters to
the diversities and pluralities of human
senses. Aword of caution: the culture of
touch does Rot readily mean the
machine-centric tactile culture; e.g.
touchscreen communication modes. It
rather refers to a culture that empowers
and cultivates the sensitivity and
sensuousness oftouch.

• It is enriching, empowering, and
entertaining to delve deeper into the
sensitivity and operation of the
'superficial' human skin ...

• So, to touch, or not to touch?
Svankmajer would say: Yes!"Let's

be passionate, yet
careful" (7).
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This posterticle formed a part of a paper and a poster, both presented on
19 December 2016 at the XIX International Conference on "Materialities:
Objects, Matters, Things" organized by the Forum on Contemporary
Theory, Baroda, Gujarat and Department of English, Dehradun,
Uttarakhand, India.
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